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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheryl startsWelcome to the Wild Blueberry Commission Session!You may ask yourself – if we are talking fruit – why is she cooking???Hang on to your hats – it’s going to be a Wild hour!I’m Cheryl Wixson and I’ve started making a Wild Blueberry Dipping Sauce just to get you in the mood for lunch and so you could see how else to feature fruit on your menu.Today’s Discussion:How can fruit help us solve the school nutrition puzzle?How can it help increase student participation?How can it help me with meal planning, solve operational challenges, control meal costs?How can fruit bring excitement to my program?These are some of the questions we’d like to address during today’s session.We want this to be an interactive session. We’ll ask some questions. We’ll taste some food and we’ll hopefully make you think a little differently about how you can more effectively use fruit in your program and specifically how one often overlooked commodity superfruit from Maine can bring versatility, great taste, nutrition, value and excitement to your menus.Briefly – What is the Wild Blueberry Commission of Maine?We represent all the growers and processors of Wild Blueberries in the state of Maine. Our mission is to raise awareness for Wild Blueberries, one of the only truly Wild fruits commercially available to folks like you on the USDA’s commodity foods list. We do this through education and today’s forum is a perfect opportunity to show you how to maximize the value you can get from fruits like Wild Blueberries by thinking a little differently about your commodity fruit. Introduce each team member and briefly run through the role of each team member will play in the session discussion.Cheryl – I’ll be demonstrating a great way to make a little fruit go a long way in your school program.RON- Providing  little background on the more than 10,000 year old Wild superfruit being showcased in today’s dishesRon- Getting into the nuts and bolts of what it takes to get the most out of your commodity fruit allowance



 
 

 
 

LESSONS TO LEARN 

Analyze fruit 
choices on a cost 
per serving basis 
and balance fruit 
choices for their 

budget, operational  
and marketing 

demands. 
 

Compare and contrast Wild 
and Cultivated Blueberries 

offered under the USDA 
Commodity Foods Program. 

 

1 2 3 

THE “PLUS ONE” MENU STRATEGY 

Evaluate recipes 
for inclusion in 

their program and 
rank them in order 

of appeal to 
students, kitchen 
staff and parents.  



  

 
 

LET’S MAKE FRUIT A LITTLE MORE  
EXCITING AND WILD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron on the general fruit requirements½ cup, 1 cup, 160 count apple, 125 count applepetite banana versus regular bananaIt’s an afterthoughtApple crisp, WBB crisp I was a hero!How to cup and serveAdd to salads such as SC district:By mid-year the cycle is wearing thin, you need promotions to keep your counts!  Oct peak, tailed rest of the yearPromotions you can do:  Superbowl, Valentines Day, Mardi Gras - diverse districts can take away the regular celebrations - PPSDon’t bring in the super fruits - cost or benefits without getting some bang for your buck!   Pineapple, mango, papaya, pommegranite - all great but how to keep it Buy American - WBB is a premium in the stores.  Wymans has it stocked nationwide at Target, Whole Foods, Publix - you can serve it in the cafe for $0.12 a serving!March Across the Rainbow - There are seven colors in the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet - need 5 for each day of the week - Red, orange, yellow, green, blue/indigo/violet.What else are you going to use for blue for the week???  Ties to National Nutrition Month, School Breakfast WeekHow’s that sauce going back there??On to budgets



   
 

FOOD BUDGET PUZZLE 
How do you look at USDA Commodities? 

 
$0.02  
serving 

They cost me  
$5 a case  

for shipping  
and handling! 

 
$0.12  
serving 

They cost me  
$25 of PAL and  

$5 for shipping  
and handling! 

 

OR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RonSchool nutrition programs run on tight margins – there is so little room left in your budget that you have to watch every penny!  Every time I would start to dig out of a hole, there would be 3 new very inventive direct billing charges appear on my accounts.Hand poll for who is director or others: poll which view it which way Opportunity costs I could have bought more commodity beef or chicken with that PALStickers!



  

 
 

FOOD BUDGET PUZZLE 
How do you look at cost per serving? 

 
$0.224/each 

1 Cup Serving 

 
 
Apples $28@125 ct. 

 
$0.188/each 

1/2 Cup Serving 

 
 
Apples $30@160 ct. 

vs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RonStay with me here – apples are the easy example for this.Which apple do I buy – the less expensive case right? Or the less expensive per apple?Use the right size for the right school!Reinforce VALUING YOUR COMMODITIES!Now let’s take this to another fruit, a wild one.



FOOD BUDGET PUZZLE 
There are two kinds of commodity 

blueberries!! 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RonUse the right product to maximize the value of your purchase – whether commodity or not!Reinforce VALUING YOUR COMMODITIES!More servings per pound matters:Less weight so more berries in the scoop when you do this test in the kitchen with your staff.



  

 
 

FOOD BUDGET PUZZLE 

25%  
of that is fruit  

and vegetables,  
$0.36; 

 
 

 

$0.18 
Your fruit needs  
to average $0.18 

per day 

$1.45  
Schools on average  

spend $1.45 per meal  
for the food on  
the lunch tray; 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food cost per lunch mealThis is a Oven Baked Drumstick with the Wild Blueberry Dipping Sauce, corn on the cob, roll fruit and milk.Your district cost might be higher, lower but after costs are analyzed, together we average 1.45 and fruit/veg make up 25% of that.Now let’s put your brains to workWe’re going to play the game -  The Cost is Right!



  

 
 

THE COST IS RIGHT! 
Solve the puzzle! 

 
  

Pick 5 fruits- must average $0.18 per day 
over the course of the school week 

 
 

-High- 
$0.24/serving 

-Average- 
$0.18/serving 

-Low- 
$0.12/serving 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May I have 5 volunteers to come on down and represent our food distributor today!The rest of you start your brains and pick out the Monday – Friday selections, 5 of them that average $0.18.Cheryl will judge your pick with the speed of light calculations.The next person will be able to change one day or all the days for their try.Ready to play?Let me remind you, if you don’t include WBB in the week, I cannot vouch for how accurate Cheryl’s math skills will be!



  

 
 

BUDGET VERSUS PARTICIPATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hey Cheryl what’s next on that sauce, smells good!  Puree and send back to Ron.  Reset for next item while Cheryl speaksRon:  How often can you use fruit to sell a meal?  Do kids come in asking when the next time you’re serving applesauce?Look at the success of Farm to Table in schools, colleges and in the restaurants.  Consumers and your students are looking for the story with the food –Students are also looking for sustainability - especially the middle and high schools.  IN PPS, they drove the idea of getting rid of foam lunch trays.  They care about it.  This gives you an opportunity to engage your students – it’s not just a great value for you, WBB have a big bold flavor AND the story to connect with their concerns around the environment and more natural foods.  The same message filters out to their parents – they will appreciate that you are out shopping for great products for their kids.I know that marketing school meals can be hard but we are changing how our kids eat and we are beginning to stem the obesity crisis.  It takes taste testing new products to insure success and it takes making connections between your meals, your students and your staff. Cheryl will bring you up to speed on Wild Blueberries and how they can work in your budget, your kitchen and in a marketing program with their story.



 
 

WHAT IS THE MAINE WILD 
BLUEBERRY? 

• Plant indigenous to Maine and  
Northeastern Canada. 
 

• Wild because not planted –  
managed in naturally occurring stands. 
 

• Genetic diversity - ~4.5 million  
Wild Blueberry clones in Maine,  
giving it a complex flavor profile 
 

• 99% of the crop is frozen fresh  
at peak freshness. 

 

  
 



  

 
 

ARE ALL BLUEBERRIES WILD? 
• A Wild Blueberry is NOT planted!  
• Wild attributes: 

Intense flavor 
2x the Antioxidants 
More fiber 
Less water 
More servings per bag 
Frozen convenience year round 

 



  

 
 

GROWING WILD BLUEBERRIES  

© WBANA © C. Burkett 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research the tools to tell the story – flyers, lesson plans, videosLots of info on the website



  

•   

Savory and Sweet Base Sauce - make the most 
of your marketing with multiple recipes with 

your featured ingredient!   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just offering BB the menu is actually an innovation – schools purchase Wild and Cultivated to only supply 1% of the lunches served each year!  Meanwhile, the producers of both crops are swimming in product!1% of all school meals contain any commodity BBUnderrepresented =  why aren’t there more on the menu- Strawberries are #1 but compare usda buysLet’s show them how to finish up that base sauce Cheryl!



 SAVORY WILD BLUEBERRY  
DIPPING SAUCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ron on the general fruit requirements½ cup, 1 cup, 160 count apple, 125 count applepetite banana versus regular bananaIt’s an afterthoughtApple crisp, WBB crisp I was a hero!How to cup and serveAdd to salads such as SC district:By mid-year the cycle is wearing thin, you need promotions to keep your counts!  Oct peak, tailed rest of the yearPromotions you can do:  Superbowl, Valentines Day, Mardi Gras - diverse districts can take away the regular celebrations - PPSDon’t bring in the super fruits - cost or benefits without getting some bang for your buck!   Pineapple, mango, papaya, pommegranite - all great but how to keep it Buy American - WBB is a premium in the stores.  Wymans has it stocked nationwide at Target, Whole Foods, Publix - you can serve it in the cafe for $0.12 a serving!March Across the Rainbow - There are seven colors in the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet - need 5 for each day of the week - Red, orange, yellow, green, blue/indigo/violet.What else are you going to use for blue for the week???  Ties to National Nutrition Month, School Breakfast WeekHow’s that sauce going back there??On to budgets



  WILD BLUEBERRY DRESSING 

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheryl – Here’s how to do it, Discussion:Ron to lead discussion, Cheryl to reset for Salsafeasible?  labor ability, marketing help you might need, 



  

  
 

WILD BLUEBERRY & CORN SALSA 

 
$0.24/each 

1 Cup Serving 

 
 

. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheryl – Here’s how to do it, Can use usda corn as wellDiscussion:Ron to lead discussion, Cheryl to reset for pizzafeasible?  labor ability, marketing help you might need, 



WILD BLUEBERRY PIZZA 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion:feasible?  labor ability, marketing help you might need, 



  BASE SAUCES 

$1.45 Schools on 

average spend $1.45 per 
meal  

for the food on  
the lunch tray; 

 
 

Savory 
Accent to your recipes,  

compliment your 
entree,  

add a story to the 
meal 

 

Sweet 
Compliment the meal  

with fruit choice, fantastic  
finish with a premium 

fruit  
at a commodity price. 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
review family of recipes for each side of the taste spectrum.Savory – Sweet (on the website for use)Push the website for these recipes and promotional materialsInvite resource of email to Ron for help, feedback to feature on our blog.



  INNOVATIONS WITH FRUIT 
 
  

 

MORE value, MORE flavor,  
MORE nutrition,  

MORE participation 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK FOR GROUP REPEAT BACK ANSWERS 0 yes, 25% maybe an alleluia!CAN Fruit be a star on your menu?IS serving size a benefit for my budget?How many more servings of Wild are in a pound - 25%Please complete your evaluations!Invitation to join in the taste testingThanks for doing this noble work, SNP never get the recognition you deserve, the thanks you deserve, You and your staff make sure hungry kids are fed each day and that is noble, important work.  Bless you all.Thanks for joining us today and come on over to take a taste and chat.
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